The Match
by Richard Lee

Preparation
Page 4 - Put talcum powder on the swimming towel
No Page

“Hi Trev, GUESS WHAT!”
‘Slap’ gently on each person’s leg twice as you say “GUESS WHAT!”

Page 1

“I’ve got two tickets for the game!
One for me…
press one on your chest
And one for YOU”
press a ticket on to them as you say the words.
For more than one listener, repeat from ‘One for me…..etc. tapping the
ticket already attached to yourself.

Page 2

“ Yeah!!!!!!”
Shouting, excited voice and banging of spoon against tablecloth page
card all around the group!

No Page

Suddenly stop the noise and pause
“What’s the matter, Trev?”
“I can’t find my scarf, I can’t find my scarf”
Slowly and sadly. Repeat as necessary to include all the group.
“You don’t need a scarf”
Exasperated voice, and emphasise by tapping both your hands on their
knees and leaning forward
“I DO!”
Take their hands and tap their knees to the rhythm of the words.
Repeat from “You don’t need a scarf…..etc.” for each member of the
group

Page 3

“Where is it then - under Sharon’s knitting?”
Hand over hand help them to find the keys
“How are you going to get back in without these?!!”
(Laughing, hold the keys with them and give them a good shake. Replace
for the next person’s turn)
please turn over

Page 4

“In your swimming bag?”
(Help them to pull out the towel)
“Phew, what a smell!”
Replace for the next person’s turn.

Page 5

“Behind the cushion?”
Help them to feel beneath the cushion
“A paint brush! So that’s where your Dad hid it!”
Brush around their face and neck with the soft paintbrush

Page 6

“Hang – on – a - minute,
Say as you bend down to get it
HERE IT IS!”
Dangle the scarf quickly in front of them / each one of them, delightedly!!
“EN-GER-LAND, EN-GER-LAND
Flip it over their head and around their neck and pull it from side to side
chanting the words. Repeat for each listener
“Let’s GO!”
Hold both ends of the scarf and twirl it over and over all around the group

Page 7

They squeezed in right behind the goal just as the game began
Feel the net.

Page 8

Blow the referee’s whistle as often as you think the listeners will enjoy it!
GOAL, GOAL!!!!

No page

“Great to be here, eh Trev?”
Press your fist against their arm
“Yeah man, top result.”
Ruffle their hair.
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Jumper for The Match
Double Knitting wool in 3 different colours (A,B,C)
Size 8 (4mm) needles
Cast on 76 sts in colour A and K2 P2 rib for 12 rows
Change to B and work 12 rows in basket stitch K4 P4 as follows
Row 1 Knit
Row 2-6 K4 P4 rib
Row 7-12 P4 K4 rib
Change to C and repeat 12 rows
Change to B and repeat 12 rows
Change to C and repeat 12 rows
Change to B and repeat first 6 rows
Rows 7 and 8 cast off 4 sts
Rows 9 and 11 decrease 1 sts at each end and complete the 12 rows.
Change to A and in stocking stitch continue raglan shaping by decreasing 1 st
at each end until 40 stitches remain. Knit 8 rows in garter stitch and cast off.

